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Abstract. In this paper we present experimental results of an applica-
tion of SAT solvers in current cryptography. Trivium is a very promising
stream cipher candidate in the final phase of the eSTREAM project. We
use the fastest industrial SAT solvers to attack a reduced version of Triv-
ium – called Bivium. Our experimental attack time using the SAT solver
is the best attack time that we are aware of, it is faster than the follow-
ing attacks: exhaustive search, a BDD based attack, a graph theoretic
approach and an attack based on Gröbner bases. The attack recovers
the internal state of the cipher by first setting up an equation system
describing the internal state, then transforming it into CNF and then
solving it. When one implements this attack, several questions have to
be answered and several parameters have to be optimised.
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1 Introduction

Stream ciphers are used in many applications like GSM, UMTS, RFID, Blue-
tooth and online encryption of big amounts of data in general. The eSTREAM
project ([1]) was started in October 2004 to find a new stream cipher, after the
NESSIE project ([2]) ended in 2003 without recommending one. Starting with
a call for candidates the project is organised into several phases and in each
phase weak candidates dropped out. The final stream cipher candidates should
be fast and cryptographically secure. All eSTREAM candidates are divided into
two categories: hardware-oriented and software-oriented ciphers. The eSTREAM
project is now in the last phase with only few candidates left in each category.
One of the hardware-oriented ciphers is Trivium, introduced in [3]. Until now no
attacks have been successfully applied to Trivium – i.e. it has not been possible
to prove a running time faster than exhaustive search. In [4] a reduced version
of the cipher has been introduced: Bivium (initially called Bivium B). The in-
tention is to find attacks on Bivium and then extend them to Trivium. In this
paper we focus on Bivium, however this “algebraic attack” concept is generic
and can also be applied to other stream ciphers.

Stream ciphers are symmetric cryptographic primitives – the communicating
parties already share a secret key. Like most stream ciphers, Trivium can be
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described as a finite automaton whose initial state is derived from the secret
key and a public known initialisation vector (IV) by filling the register with
the key and the IV and then making a few transitions to “shuffle” the internal
state. After this initialisation phase the cipher starts to produce output bits (the
“keystream”). Trivium and Bivium produce one keystream bit with every clock
(step) of the cipher. To encrypt a message m, one uses the XOR function to add
the message- and keystream-bits bitwise, e.g: mi ⊕ zi = ci for i = 1, 2, 3, .... The
receiver produces the same keystream z and also adds it bitwise to decrypt the
message.

We use the common and realistic attack scenario, that we know a part of the
keystream z (from a known-plaintext attack) and try to reconstruct the internal
state of the cipher from it. If we are successful, we can clock the cipher backwards
to reconstruct the secret key. More importantly, we can clock the cipher forward
to produce the whole keystream and thereby decrypt the whole message.

In order to use a SAT solver to reconstruct the internal state, we first set up
an equation system, given by the Bivium definition and the observed keystream.
The solution of the equation system is the internal state of the cipher. Then we
transform the equation system into a CNF formula, by using the truth table and
Quine McCluskey algorithm. Finally we use the fastest complete SAT solvers
of the SAT competition 2007 ([5]) in the industrial category to solve the CNF.
Doing this, there are several parameters to be optimised and several questions
that have to be answered.

We are aware of several attack concepts that can be applied to Bivium as
well. We implemented 3 of them and we quote the results of the remaining ones
to have a complete comparison of the SAT solver speed to the other attack
speeds. According to our experiments, the SAT solver attack is by far the fastest
attack type. It is faster than our exhaustive search on the key/IV-setup, also
faster than our attack based on BDDs (binary decision diagrams) and faster
than our attack based on Gröbner bases. It is also faster than the attack times
that we found in other papers: an attack based on a graph-theoretic approach
([4]), a guess-and-determine strategy ([6]) and an attack based on the birthday
paradoxon ([7]).

Most attack concepts like the one based on SAT solvers, BDDs or Gröbner
bases use heuristical algorithms that are theoretically not well understood – at
least there is a significant gap between the proven bounds on the running times
and the actual running times. This is the reason why experiments are needed.
We run our experiments on a multi-processor system. The important process
is computed on a fast 2 GHz CPU with 2GB of memory to avoid interference
with other processes. We address several questions and optimisations and try to
answer them isolatedly.

1.1 About this Paper

In Section 2 we describe the stream cipher Bivium. In Section 3 we describe,
how we use SAT solvers to recover the internal state of Bivium. In Section 4
we show, how we optimised the attack and which results we found. In Section 5
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we describe briefly our attack on Bivium using BDDs. In Section 6 we briefly
describe our attack using Gröbner bases. Finally in Section 7 we discuss and
compare our experimental results, we also compare them to results that have
been published so far and give an outlook in Section 8.

2 Description of Bivium

We focus our attack on Bivium, a stream cipher with an internal state of 177 bits
(that can be seen as 2 registers, of size 93 and 84 bits) and a key size of 80 bits.
The internal state of Bivium is initialized with the secret key, the initialization
vector (IV) and zeros. Then the cipher is clocked 4 · 177 times and then starts
producing keystream bits, according to the scheme given in Figure 1. As one can
see from the figure, Bivium is obviously a reduced version of Trivium, as it uses
only 2 registers instead of 3. The update-functions of the 3 internal registers are
non-linear, as each involves one AND gate. The output-function is linear as it
just combines 4 (for Bivium) or 6 (for Trivium) bits of the internal state by a
XOR gate. One also notices the very low amount of gates used. On the one hand
this leads to a low power consumption of the cipher and a fast implementation,
but on the other hand the equation system describing the cipher will be sparse
and thereby can be rather efficiently converted to a CNF (conjunctive normal
form) formula (see also [8]).

a1a2... a66 a67...a69 ...a91a92a93

pt
qt

b1b2... b69 b70...b78 ...b82b83b84

qt pt/rt

c1c2... c66 c67...c87 ...c110c111c112

rt pt

Bivium

Trivium

Fig. 1. Trivium and Bivium scheme

The size of the secret key (used to initialise the cipher) is just 80 bits. How-
ever, so far the most efficient way to attack the key directly is exhaustive search
(see Section 7). For the SAT solver attack, we decided not to attack the key
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directly. We try to reconstruct the internal state (177 bit) from a part of the
keystream. Of course it is a disadvantage to have a search space of 177 bits
instead of the 80 bits. However the equation system in the 80 key-bits gets far
too difficult through the key/IV-setup phase. Below we give the pseudocode
of Bivium. For a more detailed description please see [4] for the description of
Bivium or [3] for Trivium.

Bivium pseudocode

1: for i = 1,2,3,... do

2: t[1] := s[66] + s[93]

3: t[2] := s[162] + s[177]

4: z[i] := t[1] + t[2]

5: t[1] := t[1] + s[91] * s[92] + s[171]

6: t[2] := t[2] + s[175] * s[176] + s[69]

7: (s[1],s[2],...,s[93]) := (t[2],s[1],...,s[92])

8: (s[94],s[95],...,s[177]) := (t[1],s[94],...,s[176])

9: end do

s[1]...s[177] denote the internal state of the cipher and z[i] (i = 1, 2, 3, ...) denotes the

output of the cipher. t[1] and t[2] are temporary variables.

3 Describing the Attack

The concept of using SAT solvers for attacking stream ciphers has been proposed
in [8] and [9]. Before this, there have already been other remarkable applications
of SAT solvers in cryptography. The actual running time of a SAT solver can be
hardly estimated. Here experiments are needed to determine the running time
on Bivium instances.

First we generate an equation system describing the internal state of the
cipher. By clocking the cipher we get one new equation in every step from line
4 of the pseudo code that connects the (known) output to the internal state. In
line 5 and 6 we can decide whether we want to introduce 2 new variables for t[1]
and t[2] or whether we use the given construction of t[1] and t[2] in line 7 and
8. The first option obviously increases the number of variables and equations
but keeps the equations short and the degree low while the second increases
the degree and length of the equations. It turned out that introducing two new
variables for t[1] and t[2] has many advantages: The equation system produced
has only 2 types of equations – one with 4 and one with 5 variables, which can
be converted into CNF without producing too many clauses. Also we believe
that this way the “structure” of the initial problem can be maintained for the
SAT solver while algebraic operations on the equation system might reduce the
link between the original structure and the structure in the CNF formula.

Having the equation system we now transform every single equation into a
CNF formula that equals 1 in case the equation is fulfilled and 0 otherwise.
By combining all formulas with AND we get an equivalent Boolean formula.
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Transforming an algebraic equation into CNF can be done by looking at the
truth table to construct the clauses and then the formula can be minimized
by using the Quine McCluskey algorithm. Transforming an equation with n

variables produces about 2n−1 clauses. Actually 2n−1 is the maximum, but the
actual number is close to this, as the equation system consists mainly of XOR
operations and has only few AND operations. The fact that the number of clauses
grows exponentially in n means that at a certain point we have to introduce new
variables that substitute several old variables, to keep the number of variables
in each equation small. In [8] a “cutting number” of 6 variables per equation is
suggested. This means that if an equation has more than 6 variables one should
substitute half of them by a new variable, leading to 2 new equations with about
half the size and fewer clauses in the final CNF. By introducing 2 new variables in
every step we do not have to consider this cutting number rule, as our equations
do not get bigger than 5 variables.

Having the Boolean formula we have to transform it into the DIMACS for-
mat that serves as input to the SAT solver program and is just a convention
([10]). Before we let the SAT solver solve the formula we have to reduce the
complexity of the instance by guessing some variables. Here we have to decide
how many variables we guess and which ones. If we decide to guess m variables
the expected number of runs of the SAT solver will be approximately 2m−1 so
the total expected running time will be 2m−1 times the average running time
for one instance (if we guess the variables in a way so that we do not guess the
same assignment twice).

We skipped one more consideration above: We have to decide how many
equations we want to produce for our equation system. We need at least 177
equations – but more equations would make the problem instance overdefined
and could thereby speedup the solving time. Our experiments showed that less
than 180 used keystream bits are not enough (the attack was very slow or did not
return the internal state that we were looking for). We did not see a difference in
the range of 180 to 300 used keystream bits, just a slight increase in the running
times above 250 bits used. So we decided to use 200 keystream bits to set up our
equation system. Also as noted in [4] it is not necessary to add new variables to
the equation system, if they do not get “connected” to the keystream (the last
introduced 66 variables for the first register and the last introduced 69 variables
for the second register do not get connected to the keystream). This way the
number of variables can be reduced.

4 Experimental Results of the SAT Attack

In this section we present the experimental results of our implementation of the
attack using SAT solvers. All times are given in seconds and are averaged over
100 instances. In Table 1 we compare several SAT solvers to find out which
one would solve our kind of instances fastest. In the second column we guess
40 values of the internal state, in the next column 45 and then 50. We used
the guessing strategy “Ending2” (see below). The fastest SAT solver is Rsat
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combined with the SatElite preprocessor (version 2.01), followed by MiniSAT
(version 2/070721) – available at [11] and [12].

Table 1. Comparing SAT solvers

guess 40 guess 45 guess 50

Rsat & SatElite 46.10 3.32 0.26
MiniSat 67.32 5.06 0.36
Picosat 103.96 5.78 0.42
Rsat 229.09 11.49 0.79
Zchaff 735.08 17.36 0.78

Rsat (with SatElite) and MiniSat were also the two fastest solvers in the
SAT competition 2007 in the UNSAT industrial category (as we are guessing
m bits to reduce the complexity, the outcome is “UNSAT” in all runs except
one). Consequently the following experiments have been done using Rsat (with
SatElite). In Table 2 we compare several guessing strategies. Inspired by [6] we
used the strategy “ThreeFour” that is guessing 3 variables in a way to directly
compute a fourth variable. This way it is possible to start the SAT solver with
64 variables guessed – at the same cost as guessing 48 independent variables.
However it turned out that guessing the last 48 variables of the second register
(“Ending2”) helps more and leads to a faster average running time. We also tried
“Ending1” that is guessing the end of the first register and “Ending-halved”
that is guessing the endings of both registers. We did the same for the beginning
positions of the registers. We also tried to guess 3 random sets of variables that
show quite a variation. One possible explanation why the “Ending2” strategy
gives the fastest running time might be, that many of the most frequent occurring
variables are in the “Ending2” set.

Table 2. Comparing different guessing strategies

strategy time

Beginning1 3246
Beginning2 21.27
Beginning-halved 2712
Ending1 3.94
Ending2 0.116
Ending-halved 0.718
ThreeFour 0.275
Random1 1.144
Random2 51.988
Random3 17.993

In Figure 2 we determine the optimal number of variables to guess. The x-axis
shows the number of variables guessed using the “Ending2” strategy. The y-axis
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shows the expected running time (scaled by 10−10) of the whole attack. The
dark curve shows the case that we guess randomly (e.g. with high probability
incorrect, leading to an UNSAT result of the SAT solver) and the dotted curve
shows the running time if we guess the variables correctly. This however will
happen just once in our attack scenario. One should expect SAT solvers to be
better than guessing a variable randomly at the cost of multiplying the running
time with 2. This is – at a certain point – not the case, so that we measure a
minimum at guessing 45 variables with an expected running time of 1637E10
seconds.
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Fig. 2. Optimal guessing number

In Figure 3 we determine the correlation between the Hamming-weight of
the internal state and the time needed to solve the CNF. When we guess the
36 variables correctly there is a huge correlation (dotted curve). This however
happens only once in the attack scenario and we do not see this correlation if
we guess randomly (dark curve). The x-axis shows the Hamming weight of the
internal state and the y-axis the time needed to solve one instance by guessing
36 variables with the “Ending2” strategy. We average the running time here over
just 50 instances.

Following the idea of the attack described in [6], we made one experiment,
whether certain parts of the keystream are easier to attack. This however was
not the case. In all the experiments, we observed a huge variation in the running
times – up to a factor of 20. This is why we averaged the running times over 100
instances.

One way to optimise the attack is to guess the m variables earlier than
in the final CNF formula. This allows us to do some further simplifications in
the equations. However this work has to be done for every guess and not just
once. We did not see a big influence on the running times here, but it allows
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Fig. 3. Influence of the Hamming weight

us to give a more realistic table on the CNF statistics. So in Table 3 we give
the averaged numbers of the instance size that we get if we guess m bits in
the equation system and do some fast simplifications there (roughly: expand
equations, remove duplicates and remove duplicate monomials, where possible
and substitute to 4-CNF).

Table 3. Number of guessed variables vs. number of clauses and variables

Nb. guessed Nb. clauses Nb. variables

0 9909.0 2677.00
31 5631.0 1543.50
35 5200.2 1427.70
39 4933.8 1361.50
43 4679.4 1293.50
45 4560.4 1265.10

47 4463.6 1236.80
51 4277.4 1189.45

In [8] it is further suggested to use Gaussian elimination to reduce the number
of variables in each equation. This did not help in our experiments.

5 An Attack Based on BDDs

We also implemented an attack on Bivium that is based on BDDs. We explain
the idea of this attack roughly, present our attack times and in Section 7 we
compare them to the SAT solver attack times.
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A BDD is a way to represent a Boolean formula as a directed graph, with the
variables at the nodes, the values of the variables at the outgoing edges and the
corresponding function values at the leaves. There are several fast operations on
BDDs, especially if we delimit them to OBDDs. These are BDDs with an order
on the variables, so every variable can only be read once and in every path the
reading order is the same. In this case, the following operations are efficient:
count the remaining number of paths leading to 1 (“sat-count”), minimize the
BDD for the given order and combine two BDDs. For an introduction please see
[13].

The idea of the BDD attack has been published in [14], more details are
published in [15] and improvements in [16] and [17]. The BDD attack uses one
BDD to efficiently represent all possible internal states of Bivium at a given
time. The main BDD that we construct in step i represents the characteristical
function of the set of all possible internal states after i observed keystream bits.
To construct the main BDD we describe the 2 internal update-functions and the
output-function of Bivium as 3 BDDs for every keystream bit. We combine all
those BDDs to get the main BDD. We initialize the main BDD with the constant
1-BDD that represents the fact that all internal states are possible (as we have
not read a single keystream bit). Then, for every keystream bit, we combine the
3 new BDDs with the main BDD using the AND operation. This reduces in
every step the number of possible internal states. After the minimal amount of
keystream bits the BDD represents only the one internal state that we wanted
to recover.

Also in this attack there are several questions to be answered and parameters
to be optimised. First we had to decide which BDD library to use. We only
achieved a fast implementation using the CUDD library ([18]). CUDD uses a
hash-table of initially fixed size to speed up the operations on the BDDs. The
size of this hash-table is critical. In our experiments we got good running times
with about 1GB of memory, less memory led to swapping and thereby to much
worse running-times. The running time of the BDD operations depends mainly
on the size of the BDD (number of nodes) and the width of the BDD (the size
of the maximal level of the BDD). There is no particular order in which the
single BDDs have to be combined. One can start by combining only the BDDs
describing the output-function and then at a later point add the BDDs of the
update-function. The optimisation target here is to keep the main BDD as small
as possible.

The CUDD library does not support an explicit minimisation operation, but
the resulting BDD of an AND operation is already minimised (for a fixed variable
order). The reordering operation tries to further minimize the BDD by reordering
the variables. This operation requires most of the time in the BDD attack and
is performed every few steps (based on a heuristic). The reordering operation is
also just a heuristic and does usually not find the best ordering of the variables.
However it significantly reduces the size of the BDD (up to a factor of 10) and
makes future operations faster.
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5.1 Experimental Results of the BDD Attack

The variance in the running times is much lower for BDDs than for SAT solvers.
So we averaged our experimental results over just 10 runs for every instance.
After identifying the CUDD library as the best BDD library for our purpose we
continued the same way as for the SAT solver attack. We tried several guessing
strategies, to find out how the complexity of the problem can be reduced most
efficiently. Again it was most useful to guess the bits close to the “end” of Bivium
(the bits close to the output). With a small difference: it is best to guess half
of the bits at the end of the first register and half of the bits at the end of the
second register (“Ending-halved”).

In Figure 4 we determine the optimal number of variables to guess in the
BDD attack. The x-axis shows the number of variables that we guess (using
the “Ending-halved” strategy). The y-axis shows the expected running time in
seconds scaled by 10−17. It is optimal to guess 55 variables, with an expected
running-time of 4.22E17 seconds. As for the SAT attack there is a point from
which on it is better to guess more variables at a cost of “factor 2” in the running
time, than using the BDD construction.

10

20

30

40

50

48 50 52 54 56 58 60

Fig. 4. Optimal guessing number for the BDD attack

6 An Attack Based on Gröbner Bases

Gröbner bases are the most common and usually fastest way to solve a system
of (non-linear) equations. They are used in algebra software like Mathematica,
Maple, MAGMA and Singular ([20]). We use the algebra software SAGE ([19])
that integrates the Singular software, as it is free, offers several algorithms to
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compute a Gröbner base and also Singular is well known for its fast and optimised
Gröbner base algorithms.

A Gröbner base G for a given set of polynomials F by definition generates
the same ideal as F and has certain nice properties that allow fast solutions to
many problems that are hard for F . This is especially true for the solution of the
equation system: the Gröbner base G has the same solution(s) as F but due to
the “elimination property” the solution(s) can be derived easily. The “elimination
property” implies that one of the polynomials is univariate – meaning that it
depends on just one of the variables – and so this variable can be computed
directly. When we substitute this variable in the other equations we get again
an equation in just one variable and so on. This can be seen as a generalised
form of the Gaussian elimination (please see [21] for an introduction).

First we set up the Bivium equation system – in contrast to the SAT solver
attack, it is much better not to introduce any new variables, so we set up the
equation system in just the 177 unknown internal bits. We set up 200 equations
and then we guess several variables to reduce the complexity of one instance.
We use different algorithms of the Singular packet to construct the Gröbner
base, this step took most of the time. If we guess the variables incorrectly (most
likely) the Gröbner base will be just the 1-polynomial and we guess again. If we
guess correctly, we will be able to derive the solution (the internal state) very
efficiently. In contrast to the SAT solver approach here the running time when
guessing incorrectly is much faster than when guessing correctly.

Table 4. Comparing guessing numbers and Gröbner algorithms

Nb. guessed std slimgb

64 0.2852 0.1887
62 0.2308 0.2264
60 0.1824 0.1823

58 8.1856 82.019
56 267.35 1114.3

In Table 4 we give the averaged times for the 2 fastest Gröbner base algo-
rithms in the Singular packet (out of 5 algorithms) for solving one instance. We
used the “Ending-halved” guessing strategy for which it is optimal to guess 60
variables (randomly), resulting in an expected running time of 1.051E17 seconds.
The “std” algorithm used from 100MB to 5 GB of memory – depending on the
number of variables guessed. The “slimgb” algorithm used just up to 400 MB.

There are many different algorithms to compute a Gröbner base for a given
equation system and a given ordering on the monomials. Two well known al-
gorithms are the F4 and F5 algorithm by Faugère. In the Singular portfolio of
Gröbner base algorithms the “slimgb” algorithm was slightly the fastest in our
experiments. It is optimised to keep coefficients small and polynomials short on
the computation and this pays off in computation time and memory usage ([22]).
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It is partly based on ideas of the F4 algorithm by Faugère. It also offers a direct
access to adjust the algorithm to special problem classes through its weighted
length computation. However we did not exploit this parameter.

A reduced Gröbner base is unique for any given ideal and monomial ordering.
However there are huge differences when switching from one order to another.
Usually the “fastest” ordering is “Graded Reverse Lex Order”, meaning that a
monomial has the higher order if the sum of its degrees is smaller (in case the
degrees sum up to the same sum, one further distinguishes by a lexicographical
order).

The expected running time of 1.051E17 seconds is surprising to us, as in
[8] the authors say “if Magma or Singular do not crash, then they tend to be
faster” (than SAT solvers). However in our experiments the SAT solvers are
about 6400-times faster – and both implementations are stable.

7 Discussing and Comparing the Results

The expected running time of the SAT solver attack is 1.64E13 seconds, while
the BDD attack takes 4.22E17 seconds and the attack using Gröbner bases
1.051E17 seconds. The other main differences are that on the one hand the SAT
solver attack is faster, probably because it combines several sophisticated search
heuristics, but at the cost that the SAT solver can almost only be used as a
black box. While on the other hand the BDD attack uses heuristics only in the
reordering algorithm. Also the BDD in construction, can already be interpreted
in every step, as it represents all possible internal states of the cipher at this
point. Also there are some theoretical bounds for the BDD attack, as published
in [17]. We used the Gröbner bases attack also almost only as a black box,
however the theory offers more insight and optimisation as sketched above.

Another resource to compare the 3 attack concepts on, is the amount of
memory required: SAT solvers require almost no memory, while BDDs use up
to 1 GB and Gröbner bases up to 400 MB. All three attacks can be easily
parallelised due to the guessing loop. If we had several CPUs we would just divide
the guessing-space among them, leading to parallelisation without overhead, as
no communication between the processes is required. The amount of keystream
needed is very low for all attacks (about 200 bits).

The influence of randomness is much higher in the SAT solver attack, while
the BDD attack only uses randomness for guessing the bits in the beginning. This
also supports the fact that the variance in the running times of SAT solvers is
much higher (up to a factor of 20) while the variance for BDD running times is
below a factor of 2. The variance for the Gröbner base approach is also rather low,
especially when computing the same instance twice there is almost no variance
in the running times.

For all three attack concepts we had to decide, which part of the internal
state we wanted to guess. It turned out that for SAT solvers and BDDs it is
most useful to guess the internal bits close to the end of the 2 registers. The
difference is that it is optimal for the SAT solvers to only guess the end of the
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second register and for the BDDs, it is optimal to share the guessed bits between
the ends of both registers. Looking at the equation system describing Bivium,
we notice that the variables close to the output occure rather frequent (those
of the second register a little more than those of the first). This might be one
reason, why these guessing strategies helped most.

We also implemented an exhaustive search on the keysetup, this resulted in
an expected running time of 1.5E17 seconds.

7.1 Comparing Against Other Attacks

We want to cite some more results that we are aware of, but have not imple-
mented ourselves: In [4] Raddum proposed to solve the equation system by a
graph-theoretic approach, resulting in a running time of about 256 ≈ 7.2E16
seconds. The attack published in [6] gives a running time of about c · 236.1, for
c ≈ 214, leading to 250.1 ≈ 1.2E15 seconds. In [9] the SAT solver attack has
also been implemented – we were not able to reconstruct the results, so we just
quote them: when guessing 34 variables the average running time using MiniSAT
is given as 28.7, leading to an expected running time of 233·28.7 = 241.7 ≈ 3.57E12
seconds. A classic time-memory trade-off technique based on the birthday para-
doxon ([7]) gives a theoretical running time of O(

√
2177) (also for the amount of

memory needed).

8 Outlook

The attack concepts based on SAT solvers, BDDs and Gröbner bases are generic,
so one could run many more experiments to get cryptoanalytic results also on
other stream ciphers, not just for Bivium. Of course one open question is how
to extend the attack to Trivium. Also we believe that there is much potential
for optimisation left. For example one could try to guess the variables not just
independently with probability one-half 0 or 1. We expect further speedups for
the SAT attack, by just applying the latest SAT solvers that will lead to faster
running times.

While SAT solvers are much faster and need almost no memory the huge
disadvantage is that they can almost only be used as a black box. This might be a
starting-point for further research. Also we hope to show by this paper that there
is a very interesting benchmark class for industrial SAT solvers. An expected
running time of about 533,000 years for the attack of course does not break
Bivium and especially not the harder cipher Trivium. However parallelisation is
possible without overhead and combined with further improvements this attack
concept could become practicable.
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